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As the strategic health authority in the Eastern
Region, NHS East of England is driving and

facilitating procurement that will deliver real
value, improve the health of the population

and transform services for patients 
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The NHS in the east of England is working to
implement its strategic vision, Towards the Best,
Together, which will deliver the best health
service in England. This regional vision flows
from the Health Minister Lord Darzi’s Next
Stage Review of the NHS and it is within this
regional and national context that the drive for
improved commissioning is set. The region’s
primary care trusts have also been working
closely with NHS East of England to focus on
delivery of the high standards demanded by
the national initiative World Class
Commissioning.

Towards the Best, Together is also driven by six
Principles of Progress, including the need to
drive improvement through partnership and
this is why now, more than ever, the primary
care trusts in the east of England are open to
working with a range of providers: NHS,
independent sector and third sector.

As the strategic health authority in the Eastern
Region, NHS East of England is driving and
facilitating procurement that will deliver real
value, improve the health of the population
and transform services for patients. 

Opportunities for provision have been
identified by a comprehensive Health Market
Analysis, which has identified key areas of
increasing demand for healthcare services in
our region. 

Towards the best in partnership
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A Competition Panel with independent
members

NHS East of England has appointed an
independent competition panel to ensure that
the Rules on Co-operation and Competition are
enforced. The panel is helping to open up the
NHS so providers compete to deliver the
highest quality services to patients. The
increased competition will help bring us closer
to our goal of delivering the best health service
in England. 

The NHS East of England Competition Panel is
set to be one of the most independent in the
country, with the Chair and two members
coming from the non-health independent
sector. This differs from other strategic health
authorities, where panels are largely comprised
of NHS officials.

Commercial Advisory Board

The Commercial Advisory Board (CAB) brings
together existing and potential future
providers—including national players who do
not yet have a presence in the region— into a
common forum to discuss system management
and market issues. This includes approaches to
procurement, lowering the barriers to market
entry, and innovative commissioning strategies. 

The CAB provides feedback on the strategic
direction taken by PCTs and the SHA, and serves
to increase the flow of intelligence and
exchange between providers, commissioners
and the SHA. The recommendations of the CAB
go to the east of England NHS Management
Board, where they, when acted on, influence
commissioning decisions. The membership
comprises between 15 and 20 members,
including providers from primary care, social
care, elective care and acute care, as well as
mental health and community based services. It
also includes PCT Chief Executives and members
of the SHA senior leadership team including
the Director of Commissioning, Director of
Strategy and Head of Market Management. 

In the interest of transparency and
inclusiveness, and to reflect the new business
reality, the five biggest regional commercial
players are invited to the quarterly east of
England NHS Chairs and Chief Executives’
meeting.

A real commercial focus

The NHS in the East of England has a focus on commercial skills
and procurement that is unmatched in the rest of the country.
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Commercial Support Unit

A Commercial Support Unit (CSU) is being
formed in the east of England by merging the
NHS East of England’s regional Commercial
team with the Collaborative Procurement Hub.
But we are already providing commercial
support to the region’s PCTs and they have
invested considerably to identify process and
skills gaps in order to meet the demands of
World Class Commissioning. To facilitate this
work, NHS East of England has designed a
commissioning blueprint - the House of
Commissioning.

PCT CEOs recognise the importance of clear
work plans and a collaborative approach to
engagement with the market. Real action is
happening now to improve capability in this
area. CEOs are governing the CSU and so are
driving development activity from the top,
which will make doing business easier in this
region.

With PCTs the CSU is collating a coherent
commissioning work plan and developing
opportunities for collaboration, taking into
account the current economic situation.

The CSU will also facilitate access to
appropriate skills to deliver the work plan and,
for potential providers, the CSU will provide
visibility of the regional work plan and access
to relevant PCT commissioning staff.
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£1.9 billion of investment

The specific commercial actions planned by PCTs
total around £1.9bn of contract value over the
next three years and NHS East of England will
continue to work closely with the PCTs to help
them develop their commercial skills further
and facilitate the procurement process. This
£1.9 billion will comprise both contract
development with existing suppliers and new
contracts for procurement.

The work was underpinned by a strategic
healthcare market analysis. From extensive East
of England data collection, demand models
were correlated with existing service supply
models and an analysis of the current market.
From this a number of market development
options emerged and the PCTs have identified
their proposed commercial activities in line with
those.

The £1.9bn falls mainly into a small number of
priority service areas:

• Mental health, including services for
individuals suffering from anxiety, depression
or dementia and low/medium secure
residential units.

• Community services, including district
nursing, hospitals and children’s services.

• Staying Healthy – illness prevention services
including services related to obesity,
smoking, CVD/cancer.

• Long term conditions, including diabetes and
COPD.

• Primary care, including extended CMS,
Dental Access, Urgent Care.

• End of life care.

These are similar to the most common national
procurement areas - as seen in Supply2Health,
the mandatory single source online resource
that advertises opportunities to provide Part B
clinical services commissioned by the NHS in
England.

There are also high profile procurements in a
number of areas where poorly performing units
will be transformed through bringing in new
organisations.

Further initiatives that will operate region-wide
across the East of England will include specialist
commissioning in bariatrics and renal services
and the Dental Access programme.

There is significant further opportunity as the
current provider arm services are separated and
opened up to competitive tender. The provision
of community hospitals such as Braintree, is a
good example of this.

Commercial opportunities in the east of
England

£1.9 billion of investment in priority service areas

Commercial opportunities over the next three years have been identified in the PCT areas. They come
from market analysis conducted by the strategic health authority which has reviewed current service
provision by type of provider and extent of contestability. This has been combined with detailed work
with most PCTs to help them identify their priorities in terms of using contract management or
procurement to achieve the objectives in their World Class Commissioning plans.
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Case Study 1:
Innovating for improvement in Braintree
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A new community hospital for Braintree is
being built by NHS Mid Essex, the local primary
care trust (PCT), through a PFI agreement.  The
PCT is also procuring separately a service model
for the new facility that is quite simply a
healthcare revolution for the people of
Braintree.    

For over ten years, the project was stalled by
financial pressures.  The breakthrough came in
2007 when NHS Mid Essex cleared the deficit
and seized the opportunity for innovation
presented by a growing public and
independent sector market.

Procurement opened the possibility of a unique
single service that would combine acute
hospital care and community services.  NHS Mid
Essex is the first PCT in the country to do this.  

The new hospital, due to open in early 2010,
will surpass all previous expectations of a
having a local health clinic and a minor injuries
service.  Patients will have fast access to tests
and treatment that will help them avoid serious
illness and, if needed, streamlined care
pathways to hospital surgical and medical
treatment on their doorstep.

The PCT is making the final selection from
tenders in July leading to a close in September
2009. The successful bidder will provide the full
range of services including:

• Outpatient specialties and therapies

• Medical inpatients
• Daycase surgery
• Digital x-ray, ultrasound, endoscopy and

other diagnostics 
• Rapid assessment, community outreach and

rehabilitation 
• Hosted mobile services, such as MRI 

The contract will be based on the NHS Acute
Services contract, with a proposed three year
term, with an optional two year extension.  

There was a strong field of potential providers.
Based on this experience and that of other
tender exercises, there will be more in the
pipeline from NHS Mid Essex.

Case Study 1: 
Innovating for improvement in Braintree
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NHS East of England’s Commercial Support Unit
will continue to work with PCTs to make these
plans a reality. The PCTs need continued
support to deliver their commercial priorities
and this will include further development of
the Commercial Support Unit (CSU) and the
availability of industrial-scale commercial
organisational development for PCTs.

The CSU will support PCTs in particular by
working on the earliest and largest projects
and to encourage collaboration leading to
multi-PCT procurements.  

NHS East of England is working hard to ensure
that all PCTs are opening up provision for the
benefit of patients and that all processes are
open and fair – with competition panels at the
strategic health authority and PCT level.

Securing the Future
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NHS East of England is working hard to ensure
that all PCTs are opening up provision for the
benefit of patients and that all processes are

open and fair – with competition panels at the
strategic health authority and PCT level
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Case Study 2:
GP services for South West Essex
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NHS South West Essex is seeking new providers
of Primary Medical Services through an
ambitious programme of procurements that
will offer exciting opportunities for
organisations that are interested in providing
high quality GP services.

This opportunity arises because the Trust faces
significant challenges in terms of GP workforce
and practice operational management capacity
that cannot be solved through development of
local contractors alone.

The challenges

• South West Essex is considered to be an
under-doctored area. This is contributing to
poor performance, inadequate patient access
and failure to meet the needs of the
registered population.

• A significant number of single-handed GPs
working in South West Essex are approaching
retirement age. Despite various schemes the
Trust anticipate several practice vacancies
every year resulting from GP retirement. 

• It is the Trust’s intention to secure new
providers for its ten directly managed PCTMS
practices that will deliver improved
performance and efficiency. The tendering
process will be a phased approach starting in
the summer of 2009 for a two year period.
The practices are likely to be grouped for the
purpose of up to eight tendering exercises.

• The PCT area is characterised by significant
programmes of housing expansion that will
result in year on year population growth
over the next 25-30 years.

The benefits

• New local contracts (PMS and APMS) that
they provide a much better balance between
the needs of the commissioner and provider.
e.g. longer term APMS contracts that
encourage long-term provider investment in
premises and relationships.

• A new Primary Care Team that has the
capacity, knowledge base and experience to
be highly responsive to the contractual and
development needs of local providers.

• A fair and transparent performance
management framework and some of the
most innovative practice development
schemes in the country.

Next steps

The Trust will launch a Procurement Prospectus
providing details of its procurement
programme at a National Event it plans to host
this later this year. The event will provide an
opportunity to discuss our plans and introduce
key staff working at South West Essex, its
geography and patient population.

Case Study 2:
GP services for South West Essex
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Case Study 3: Community Services transfer 
at NHS Great Yarmouth and Waveney
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Case Study 3: Community Services transfer
at NHS Great Yarmouth and Waveney

This divestment opportunity will be one of the
first of its kind in the NHS. It will allow the
successful bidder to gain a presence in the
community services market which will see
expansion in the future as PCTs across England
separate their commissioning and provider
arms. 

The proposition is to offer to the market a
three year contract for the provision of all the
Great Yarmouth and Waveney Community
Services (43 individual services) including the
transfer of approximately 700 members of staff.

The PCT will be looking for value for money,
innovation and improved quality over time,
with flexibility in the contract to meet the
needs of Practice Based Commissioning and the
commissioner.  

The current budgeted level of annual cost is
between £25m and £30m. Bidders will be
expected to offer a price for the current
establishment of staff and assets, but not
including the PCT estate. The new provider is
expected to make efficiency savings during the
contract term, which may be shared through a
mechanism to be agreed.

This is a rare opportunity to acquire a breadth
of established community services and
establish a strong local healthcare portfolio
with a well performing management team and
experienced staff.

There will be a competitive procurement
process to drive the best quality and price from
the new provider.

The new provider will be expected to improve
the activity and performance information that
is provided to the commissioner so the pricing
mechanism can quickly move towards outcome-
based rather than input-based currencies.

There will be opportunities for the new
provider to increase market share within the
wider commissioning or re-design of new care
pathways.
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Selected key market interventions in the
east of England
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Selected key market interventions in the
east of England

Following analysis in January 2009, east of England PCTs were
planning the following interventions, totalling £1.9 billion. The
CSU is in the process of reviewing the status of these plans to
ensure that they take account of economic developments etc.

NHS East of England Interventions

PCT

Bedfordshire

Cambridgeshire

Great Yarmouth

Hertfordshire

Luton

Mid-Essex

Norfolk

Regional

SCG

South East Essex

South West Essex

Suffolk

Grand Total

Number of projects

21

1

15

1

45

18

20

3

2

17

17

23

183

Contract Value: £m

270

5

245

45

265

270

200

115

75

130

90

200

1910
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NHS East of England Interventions

Initiative

Mental Health

Primary and Community Care

Children’s Services

Long Term Conditions

Unplanned Care

COPD

Primary Care

Staying Healthy

End of Life

Community Services

Other

Planned Care

Obesity Programme 

Maternity

CVD

Healthy Ambitions

Urgent Care

Number of projects

22

13

14

18

7

5

7

14

5

1

5

9

8

7

6

6

1

Contract Value: £m

340

310

210

130

95

80

80

70

65

50

45

45

40

35

30

30

30
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NHS East of England Interventions (continued)

Initiative

CHD

CHD / CVD

Intermediary Care

Diabetes

Public Health

Stop smoking intiative

Cancer

Maternity services

Primary Care and Staying Healthy

Dentistry

MSK

Data Repository

Dermatology

ENT

IAPT Programme

Transport

Grand Total

Number of projects

1

5

1

4

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

183

Contract Value: £m

25

25

25

20

20

20

15

15

15

10

10

5

5

5

5

5

1910
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NHS East of England Interventions: Procurements

PCT

Bedfordshire

Great Yarmouth

Hertfordshire

Luton

Mid-Essex

Norfolk

Regional

SCG

South East Essex

South West Essex

Suffolk

Grand Total

Number of projects

2

2

17

10

8

1

1

10

1

6

58

Contract Value: £m

10

30

15

105

230

80

55

25

50

5

30

635
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NHS East of England Interventions: Procurements

Initiative

Mental Health

Primary and Community Care

Long Term Conditions

Unplanned Care

COPD

Primary Care

Staying Healthy

End of Life

Other

Planned Care

Obesity Programme 

Maternity

CVD

Healthy Ambitions

Urgent Care

CHD

Diabetes

Number of projects

5

6

10

3

1

4

5

1

3

2

3

1

1

3

1

1

Contract Value: £m

45

210

70

55

55

20

25

5

15

10

15

5

5

15

5

25

5
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NHS East of England Interventions: Procurements (continued)

Initiative

Stop smoking intiative

Primary Care and Staying Healthy

Dentistry

MSK

Data Repository

Dermatology

ENT

Transport

Grand Total

Number of projects

2

2

1

1

1

1

58

Contract Value: £m

10

10

5

5

5

5

5

5

635
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NHS East of England Interventions: Procurements & Contract Developments

PCT

Bedfordshire

Great Yarmouth

Hertfordshire

Luton

Norfolk

Regional

SCG

South East Essex

South West Essex

Suffolk

Grand Total

Number of projects

9

8

1

20

7

2

1

1

13

14

76

Contract Value: £m

190

190

25

120

75

60

50

50

70

110

940
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NHS East of England Interventions: Procurements & Contract Developments

Initiative

Mental Health

Primary and Community Care

Children’s Services

Long Term Conditions

Unplanned Care

COPD

Primary Care

Staying Healthy

End of Life

Community Services

Other

Planned Care

Obesity Programme

Maternity

CVD

Healthy Ambitions

Urgent Care

Number of projects

11

2

8

6

1

4

1

2

2

1

2

6

1

5

5

3

1

Contract Value: £m

260

30

160

50

25

25

50

10

30

50

30

30

5

25

25

15

25
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NHS East of England Interventions: Procurements & Contract Developments (continued)

Initiative

CHD / CVD

Intermediary Care

Diabetes

Cancer

Maternity services

Dentistry

Grand Total

Number of projects

5

1

3

2

3

1

76

Contract Value: £m

25

25

15

10

15

5

940
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Towards the Best, Together is driven by six
Principles of Progress, including the need to

drive improvement through partnership
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Contact details for the Commercial Support
Unit:

Nicola Swinnerton
Commercial Support Unit

NHS East of England
Victoria House
Capital Park
Fulbourn
Cambridge
CB21 5XB

Direct Dial: 01223 596968
e-mail: nicola.swinnerton@eoe.nhs.uk
Fax: 01223 597714

www.eoe.nhs.uk
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